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Recently the problem of determining the minimax number of group tests for finding two defec- 
tives separately contained in two disjoint sets has been completely solved. However, the closely 
related problem of determining the minimax number of group tests for finding two defectives 
contained in one set remains open. This is a surprisingly difficult combinatorial problem with 
very little known. In this paper we give a partial solution to this problem. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a population of n items consisting of d defectives and nc d good ones. 
The problem is to find these d defectives by means of a sequence of group tests. We 
will call a set of items contaminated if it contains at least one defective, and pure if 
otherwise. Then a group test is a test on a given set with two possible outcomes: The 
set is either identified as a contaminated set or as a pure set. let M,(d,n) be the 
maximum number of tests the group testing procedure g requires to find the d defec- 
tives in n items. Define 
M(d, n) = rnp M,(d, n). 
Then M(d, n) is the minimax test number for given d and n. 
A halving procedure is one which always tests half (or as close as half) of a con- 
taminated set. Therefore if we start with n items containing at least one defective, 
then the halving procedure will find one defective in rlog,nl tests where 1x1 
denotes the smallest integer but not smaller than x. It is well known that the halving 
procedure yields the minimax number for d= 1, hence M(l,n) = [log2 n1 . How- 
ever, the determination of M(2, n) is a surprisingly difficult combinatorial problem 
and very little is known except some recent results [ 1,2] on the special case that the 
two defectives have been separately contained in two disjoint sets and a paper by 
Sobel [5] concerning the expected number of tests. In this paper we give a partial 
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solution to the M(2, n) problem. More specifically, let nk denote the largest n such 
that M(2, n) 5 k. Then we determine an upperbound uk and a lowerbound /k for nk 
such that 
We show that this is a significant improvement over previously known results. 
2. An upperbound for nk 
For kz 1, let Ik denote the integer such that 
(I;)<,% (“f 1). 
Since no integer x can be a solution to the equation (3 = 2k for kz 1, no ambiguity 
arises in our definition of Ik. At the beginning, the two defectives in the n items can 
be any of the (3 possible pairs. Since each test has binary outcomes, the determina- 
tion of the two defectives needs at least [log&l tests. Therefore I,, usually 
known as the information-theoretic upperbound, is clearly an upperbound for nk. 
Define uk= I,- 1. We show that for kr 4, uk is also an upperbound for nk. The 
following two lemmas demonstrate some useful properties of uk. 
Lemma 1. uk= 12(k+1)‘2- j) where Lx] denotes the largest integer not exceeding 
X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
(““: l)<2k< (“k; 2). 
Since 
uk+ 112’k+‘)‘2++<zQ+2, 
it follows that 
5 +(2( k+I)/2+8)(2(k+1)/2_3)=2k-$< 
or 
Lemma 2. 
(++;+I)-(3,2*. 
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Proof. For k even, #k+ 1 + 1 = 2ck+ 2)/2. Therefore 
(““+;+l)_ (;)+2 (k+2)/2(2(k+2)/2_ 1)_ Uk(Uk- 1)) 
=4{2 k+2-2(k+2)‘2-#k(&+ 1)+2&j 
=~k+l-(uk:‘)1-1~k-2*R~>2*, 
since 
2k+l_ uk+l 
( > 
>2k+i_2k=2k 
2 
and 
<2k implies uk> 2k’2. 
For k odd, uk + 1 = 2(k+1)‘2. Therefore 
(,,+;+I)- (;) 
=+juk+l(uk+1+1)-(2 
(k+lV_ 1)(2’k+WL2)} 
=){(Uk+i+2)(Uk+i+l)-2Uk+i-2k+1+3*2(k+1)’2-4} 
= [(uk+;+2)-2k]+{3*2~k-1~~2-(~,,,+2)}>2k, 
since 
(u,,,+2) 
-2k>2k+‘_2k,2k 
2 
and 
(3. 2(;-t)‘2)>2k+, 
implies 3’2(k-1)‘2zUk+1+2. 
Theorem 1. nksukfor kr4. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that n4 = 5 = u 4. We prove Theorem 1 by induction on k. 
We show that M(2, t.& + 1) > k for any arbitrary procedure g. 
Suppose the first test of g is on a set of cardinality x. If x< uk + 1 - uk_, , consider 
the outcome that the set is pure. Then the (2, uk+ 1) problem is reduced to the 
(2, uk + 1 -x) problem. F%XX uk + 1 -x> uk- , , we need at least k more tests by the 
induction assumption. If x1 uk+ 1 - uk_, , consider the outcome that the set is 
contaminated. The number of possible specifications of the two defectives after the 
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first test is 
(“x:1)-~~~~~~)~(u*2+l)-(u~~1)~2*~~ byLemma2. 
Therefore again, at least k more tests are needed. 
3. A lowerbound for nk 
Define I, =2, lz=3, is=4 and for kr4, 
lk= r43 - 2k’2-5] - 1 for k even, 
r31 .2(k-1)‘2-41 -1 forkodd. 
We will prove that ik is a lowerbound for nk. First we quote a result which we will 
make frequent uses in our proof. 
Theorem 2 [2]. Suppose the two defectives are contained separately in two disjoint 
sets with cardinalities x and y respectively. Then [logzxy] tests suffice to find the 
two defectives. 
Now we state and prove our main result. 
Theorem 3. nk> lk. 
Proof. It is easy to verify Theorem 3 for k<6. For kr6, we prove Theorem 3 by 
demonstrating a procedure g such that M,(2,lk) 5 k. 
Case (i). k is even. We partition the fk items into four disjoint sets A,B, C and D 
with cardinalities a = 2k/2-3, b = 2k/2-2, c = 2k/2-2 and d = r3] .2k”-51 - 1 - 2k”-2 
respectively. It is easily checked that 
a+b+C+d=lk and c+d=fk_,. 
For the procedure g, we first test the set A UB. In the case that A UB is pure, we 
are left with fk- I items containing two defectives which can be found in k - 1 more 
tests by induction. In the case that A UB is contaminated, we next test the set A UC. 
If A UC is pure, then B must be a contaminated set. We use the halving procedure 
to find one defective in B in +k - 2 test and we are left with at most b + d- 1 = 
[31.2k/2-51 -2<2k” items containing one defective. We find the remaining 
defective by the halving procedure in #k tests and count a total of 2 + I_k - 2 + +k = k 
tests for the whole problem. 
If A U C is contaminated, we proceed to test the set BU C. In the case that BU C is 
pure, then A must be a contaminated set. We use the halving procedure to find 
one defective in A in +k- 3 tests and we are left with at most a + d - 1 = 
r3I. 2k”-51 _ 1 -2k”-3<2k/2 items containing one defective. We find the remain- 
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ing defective by the halving procedure in jk more tests and count a total of 
3++k-3++k=ktests. 
In the case that B U C is contaminated, then D must be a pure set. We proceed to 
test the set A. If A is pure, then necessarily both B and C are contaminated sets. We 
use the halving procedure to find each defective in +k-2 tests and count a total of 
4 + +k - 2 + +k - 2 = k. If A is contaminated, then we use the halving procedure 
to find one defective in A in +k- 3 tests and we are left with at most b + c- 1 = 
2k’2-2 + 2k’2-2 - 1 < 2k’2- 1 items containing one defective. We find the remaining 
defective by the halving procedure in +k- 1 more tests and count a total of 
4+3k-3+3k-l=ktests. 
Case (ii). k is odd. We partition the fk items into six disjoint set A, B, C, D, E, and 
F with cardinalities 
.=2(k-U/2-3 
, 
b = 2(k- 1)/2- 1 _ L2(k- O/2-5] _ ,j9, 
,=2(k-U/2-1+ L$k-O/2-5] +&,, d=z(k-1)/2-l+ L$k-U/2-5] , 
e=2(k-lV2-2+ L2(k-l)/2_6J and 
f = 131 .2(k-W-61 _l_$k-W-1 + L2V-W-5) +a,+& 
where 6i = 1 for k = i and 0 otherwise. It is easily checked that 
a+b+c+d+e+f=ik, 
C+d+f?+f=lk_, and b+f=l,_,. 
For the procedure g, we first test the set A U B. In the case that A U B is pure we 
are left with c + d + e + f = lk+ , items containing two defectives which can be found 
in k - 1 more tests by induction. In the case that A U B is contaminated, we next test 
the set A U C. If A UC is pure, then B must be contaminated; we test the set D. If D 
is contaminated, we can find the two defectives in B and D in [log2 bdl 5 k - 3 tests 
by Theorem 2 and count a total of 3 + k - 3 = k tests. In the case that D is pure, we 
proceed to test the set E. If E is contaminated, again by using Theorem 2 we can find 
the two defectives in B and E in [log2 be] 5 k- 4 tests and count a total of 
4 + k - 4 = k tests. If E is pure, we are left with b +f = lk_4 items containing two 
defectives which can be found in k - 4 more tests by induction. The total number of 
tests is again 4 + k - 4 = k. 
If A U C is contaminated, we proceed to test the set A. In the case that A is pure, 
then both B and C must be contaminated. By Theorem 2 we can find the two defec- 
tives in rlog2 bcl 5 k - 3 tests and count a total of 3 + k - 3 = k tests. In the case 
that A is contaminated, we use the halving procedure to find one defective in A in 
+(k - 1) - 3 tests and we are left with at most 
a+b+c+d+e+f-I =[3I .2(k-1)‘2-4]-2<2(k-1)/2+1 
items containing one defective. We find the remaining defective by the halving pro- 
cedurein3(k-l)+lmoretestsandcountatotalof3+3(k-1)-3+3(k-l)+l=k 
tests. The proof is complete. 
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Theorem 4. l,/u,>O.95. 
The proof is straightforward by using Lemma 1, the definition of /k and direct 
calculations for ki 9. 
4. Some concluding remarks 
For 4_(ks7, nk=uk=lk. For 8rkll1, it is known that nk=uk>Il(. For k=12, 
nk = 89 < uk = 90 and we suspect hat nk and uk diverge from then on. 
It is observed in [3] that any merging procedure for two strings with lengths 2 and 
n - 2 can be converted to a group testing procedure with n items and 2 defectives. In 
particular, the minimax merging procedure given in [4] can be converted to a group 
testing procedure which yields the following lowerbound mk: 
i 
L+2k’2-11 +2 for k even, 
mk= L+‘2(k-1)‘2j +2 for k odd. 
The ratio of mk and uk is about 0.85. Therefore the new lowerbound lk 
over mk by a constant factor. 
After this paper was submitted for publication, a paper of ToGiC [6] 
recently in which a lowerbound tk for nk was giVeII as: 
tk=zk12+F k/2 for k even, 
tk=3. 2(k-‘)“+F (k I)/2 _ for k odd, 
improves 
appeared 
where Fk is the kth Fibonacci number (i.e., F,=F2= 1, Fk=Fk-1+Fk-2 for kr3). 
It is easily seen that for k large, tk/uk tends to l/fi=O.707 a.. for k even and to 
0.75 1.0 for k odd. Therefore tk is not an improvement over mk (in fact it can be 
shown ik>mkz tk for every k). 
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